
2007·2008 AMA Survey 

Comments on Design and Weighting 


T he 2007·2008 Ar-,1A Survey is imended to provide estimates of expense per physician hour, 
estimates o f the distribution of expenses by source (also referred to as the Medicare Economic 
Index), and estimates o f ancillary variables at the national level by physician specialty and for 
physicians overall. The estimates are derived from a sample survey of physicians/heahhcare 
professionals selected from rhe AMA Masterfile and masterfiles from the Ll.'win Group in which 
data were collected in 2007 and 2008 via a variety of collection modes (\'\feb, pax, CAn ) 

The :mrvey was implemented as a stratified (by 51 physician specialty/heahhcare professional 
category) design. Samples were selected in anticipation of response rates expected to range between 
roughly 7% and 14°1i1. Due to lower than expected participation (final response rates for 3S of the 
51 groups arc expeCTed to be less than 7%), supplemental samples were selected for many of the 
~ pecialty/heahh care professional groups. 

A. Survey Weighting 

At this poim, i, is useful to frame (he discu~sion in tenns of standard sUI"'.'ey weighting processes. 
The objective of survey weights arc to allow estimates to be generaled based o n data collected from 
the survey respondents that arc as precise as possible in relatiyc to the true value fo r the full 
population. Survey weighting is typically ca rried out in several stages: 

~Ba~c Wcights (to reflect probability of selection) 

"'Screener Completion Adjustment (to account for presence of ineligible!> in the sampling frame) 

*Nonresponse Adju~tmcnt (to adjust for difference!> between re;pondents and nonrespondents) 

'''Pos t-stratification Ratio Adjus tment (to adjust for differences between the dis tributions of the 
sample respondents and the population) 

1. Base Weights 

Base weights arc used to reflect the probability of selection for the units sekcted into ,he sample 
(regardless of whether they re~ponded o r not, o r werc eligible or not). The base weight is defined as 
the inverse of the probability of selection. Assuming a stratified simple random sample was selected, 
the base weight for sample unit j can be defined as: 

jES 

where 

N3 = the number of eligible units in stratum.r 

fl , = the number of sampled U1l1ts from stratum 5 
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It can be seen that multiplying the base weight for a stratum by the sample si7-e selected for the 
stratum yield~ the population size for the stratum. However, this will no longer be the case when 
the sample IS restricted to eligible respondents, nor is It necessarily aue that weighted counts within 
a stratum wil! eCJual the population totals for subgroups of the population within the stratum. 

2. Adjustment for Screener Completion 

Often, it is necessary to screen thc sample to identify sampling units that arc eligible for the survey. 
Ideally, each sample unit would at least be able to be classified as eligible for the surveyor not. 
Unfortunately, making contact \vith all sample cases to make that determination is not possible. As 
a result, estimates of the total number of eligibles in the population can be dertved arc available from 
only a portion of the sample. Screener completion adjustment involves adjusring the weights for 
sample cases which have been screened as to eligibility so as to represent the distribution of eligibles 
and noncligibles in the full sample. Adjustment IS typically performed within cells defined by 
charact.eristics known for the sample (although possibly also known for the population) and 
associated with the screener response rate and the proportion eligible. 

Let: 

E = the set of sample units of screened for the survey and detenllllled to be eligible 

IE =: the set of sample units of screened for the survey and determined to be ineligible 

I f we as~ume screener completion aJjustmenr ceils, (" wltlun each ~lratum, ,f, then the weights 
following screener completion adjustment are: 

\vhere 

Als,cl = O' "dC:"O""",,",o,:.,"I/,c"c',-'- = screener complction rate for sampic units in adjustment cell (, 

L:W" 
f e ".e 

from stratum s 

Applying the weights followlIlg screener completion adjustment to sample cases by clgibiliry status 
yields: 

XI:'. =: I I W it = estimated number of eligible units on the sample frame for stratum s 
.', h l! ... . · ,1 

x =" '" W =estitnar.cd number of 1l1cligiblc units on the sample frame for stratum s
"" , L, L, " 
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Again, It can be seen that the sum of Xf;S and J: I~j within a stratum yidds the population size for 

the stratum. 

Detcnrunauon of characteristics appropriate fot usc III screener completion :Idjustmem can be made 
by examining screener completion rates and eligibility rates within each specialty, by levels of the 
characteristic. In other words, look for characteristics, ", within each stratum, S, for which 

1) screencr completion rales for sample units with the same charactcri~ tie within a stratum, 

" ,. + 11".SCR.",. = .,S.C .,$." ,differ noticeably across different values of ( 
11.". 

where 

n l .. ','_ = number of eligible sc reened units from 5tratum $ with characteristic c 

1111-:..... = number of ineligible screened units from stratum $ with characteristic /' 

nu' = number of sample units from strarum s with charactcnstic ( 

and 


2) eligibility rales for screened sample with lhe same characteristic within a stratum, 


ERu' = __c'"c·.",.",_ _ , differ noticeably across different valm:s of ( 
IJf ..",· + " w._,.,· 

3. Adj ustment for Non responsc 

Unfortunately, nOl all sample cases provide a response . As a result, data from which estimates of 
interest can be derived arc available from only a portion of the sample, NOll[esponse adjustment 
involves adjusting thc wcights for eligible res.pondcllts so as to represent the eligibles in the full 
sample. Adjustment is typically performed within ,e11$ defined by characteristics known for the 
sample and a~socillted with the response rate :and the variable of interest. While the characteristics 
arc often known for the population as well, they may be known for only the sample (e.g., in a 
random digit dial telephone survey, one could define cells by telephone listed stams). 

I.c[; 

R = the set of elibrible sample units responding to the survey 

NR = the set of eligible sample units not rcsponding to the survey 

If we assume nonrespo nse adjustment cells, (" within each stratum, $, then the weights following 
nonrcsponsc adjustment arc; 
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where 

= -' '<"~"~'::-- = response rate for sample units from stratum sin adju~tment cell c"'"
L W 

" 

JIere aga.m the population size for the stratum can be derived from the nonresponse adjusted 
wClghts, by multiplying the nonresponse adjustcd wcigbt for a stramm/adjustment cell by the 
reporting sample size within the stratum/adjus tment cell and summing across adjustment cells 
within the stratum and then adding the weighted counts of ineligibles for the stutum (from step 2) . 

Detennination of characteristics appropriate for usc in nonresponse adjustment can be made by 
examining nonresponse rates and averages within each specialty, by levels of the characteristic. In 
other words, look for characteristics, t, within each stratum, .f, for which 

1) nonresponse rales for sample units with the same characteristic within a stratum, 

NR, .c = 	nH
.,.,· , differ noticeably across different v;llues of t: 

nH•. ,.,· 

where 

n = 	number of resl)ondents from stratum s with characteristic ("1I•. <.c 

and 

2) means for sample respondents with the same charactenstic within a stratum, 

LY, 
y, .< 

nil .. ,.,· 
, differ noticeably across different values of t: 

4. Ratio Adjustment to Population Conttols 

Even though the \veighted CountS of respondents may sum t.o the total population for each stratum, 
wcighted counts willlikcly not sum to subgroups within stratum that arc associated with the variable 
of interest. 

Jf we assume ratio adjustment cells, r, within each stratum, .r, then the weights assigned to sample 
respondents following ratio adjustment arc: 

W1j 
jE~,r,RA ' 

3.1., 
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where 

A - ''.''·'"·C'--:-:--~''"'CE,",.",_ =' coverage rate for strarum sin adJ'ustment cell r
2.<" - N 

'.' 

N .•. , = the population size for strarum sin adjustmenl cell r 

r\s a side nOte, the weights for the units screened and detcnnined to be ineligible following ratlo 
adjustment arc: 

w jes,r,JE
" 

Not.e that if multiple characteristics (e.g., age, gender) arc delcrmin~J approprtate for usc in ratio 
adjustment, and cdl sizes resulting from using all characteristics would be too small « 20), ratio 
adjustment can be implemented as an itemtive process. In this case, adjustment would be carried 
out for each eharactenstie in turn, with each adjustment using the weights [rom the prior stage of 
ratio adjustment. Adjustment is iterated until all weighted counts converge to the population 
controls, ( rhis iterative weighting is what D~Hu( refern:d to as a nonnegative regression weighting 
algorithm.) 

It can be seen that multiplying the weight following ratio adjusunellt for a stra nLiu/ ratio adjustment 
cell by the respondent sample siGe for the strarum / mtio adjusllnenr cell yields the population size 
for the stratum / C"'dtio adjustment cell. Further, if the nomesponse adjusunent cells have the same 
definition as the ratio adjusunem cells (e.g., if gender were u~ed to define both sets of cells) or if me 
nonrc.!sponse adjustment cells wcre a subset of the ratio adjusunent cells (c.g., if gender was used to 
define nonresponse adjustment cdls and gc.!nder/age was used to define ratio adjus rmc.!nt cells), then 
the nonrc.!sponse adjustment step could have bcen eliminated, with the ratio adjusunent accounting 
for both nOl1rt:sponse and population controls, wilh the same resulting final survey wClghts . 

Determination of characteristics ;Ipproptiate for usc in rauo adjustment can be made by examining 
averages and standard deviations of averages wilhin each spc.!cialty, by levels of the characteristic. In 
other words, look for characteristics, t, within each stratum, J, for which 

1) means for sample respondents with the same characteristic within a strarum, 

L>,
Ji•.•. =~'~.'~.~.''-, differ noticeably across different values of [". ~


nR.".~ 


where 

y .. = reponed value of variable )' for respondent k 

I1N.•. , = number of respondents from stratum s Wilh cha racteristic t" 
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and/or 

2) vanances for sample respondents with the same charactenstic within a stratum, 

L:(Y, - ),,) 
var(Y"J = *~R>:C -1 ' differ noticeably across different values of (' 

N.•• t, 

5. Estimation 

Estimates arc derived by applying the weights following ratio adjustment". I:or a variable, r', the 
estimates would be 

~, = I (W3k *Yk) = Estimate of l ~ within stratum J' 

h/i.. 

B. AMA Survey Weighting 

Based upon the information provided by DMRK in the November 6 meeting, it appears the survey 
wClghting plan involved derivmg weights based upon Ul11verse (adjusted for survey ineligibles) over 
sample (respondents) by selected characteristics known for the population within each 
specIalty/heahhcare professional group. Characteristics mentioned for possible use in rhe weighting 
Il1cluded years since medical degree, years 1tl practice, gender, board cc::nifieatlon, and A1\'11\ 
membership status. \'{feights would be derived in either one step (i .e., at the cdl level defined by the 
cross-classification of all defined weighting variables) or iterarively (i.e., for each weighting variable 
in tum, iterating until convergence is achieved). 

The DMRK approach essentially folds into one step what is typically carried out' in the four 
weighting steps discussed above. ff it is determined that screener completion adjustment is not 
required (which is not the case for the Al'vL\ Survey) and that nonrespome adjustment is not desired 
(which could be the case for the AMA Sunrey), then the DMRK approach is equivalent to the 
standard weighting approach, as the two-step approach (Base \'(feights plus Ratio Adjustment) can 
be collapsed into one-st.ep (Ratio Adjustment). 

Further discussion of the DNfRK approach in a December 18 call identified the nccd for developing 
population controls adjusted for screener eligibility outside the weighting process. These adjusted 
population controls would then be used In the DMRK one-step weighting process. 

The survey weighting process is now discussed from the perspective of the AMA Sunrey. The 
weighting plan is a modified version of th~lt presented previously, but accommodating the survey 
implementation and the needs of the f)MRK system. The sample weighting will be carried out in a 
two-step process. First, adjusted population controls arc derived, to appropriately estimate the 
population on the sample frame (the "cleaned" AivlA Mastcrifile) that meets the eligibility 
requirements for the survey. Tlus firs t step itself conSists of a two level eligibility adjustment. The 
first adjustment takes into account information on physician retirement, death, and practicing and 
resident statu:; that IS obtained once contact has been made but prior to the stan of the survey 
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proper. The second adjustment accounts for part time work hours and federal employment, 
infonnauon that is only learned once a physician cntcrs the survey. 

Second, sample weights arc calculated through ratio adjustment of the reporting sample to the 
adjusted population controls. Finally, an illustration IS given. Prom trus point forward, only 
physicians arc discussed, for case of presentation. 

O. Nomenclature 

Tn the AM1\ Survey, the following are definitions for the survey outcomes: 

N , =: 	 the number of cligible physicIans of specialty s on the "cleaned" AMA Masterfile 

(including only office/hospital-based, and excluding: a) 70+ years old, b) working <20 
hOllrs per week, c) resident/intern, d) retired, e) deceased, f) outside the 50 states + DC, 
as determined from information on the AtvL\ Masterfilc) 

11, = the number of physicians of specialty s selected from the "cleaned" AMAMasterfile 

(NOTE: 11, represents the combined total sample for specialty s) 

L) the set of sample physiCl:1ns determined to be a level 1 contact (even if no usable survey 

data wete collected for the survey), consisting of I1 t.,., physicians in each specialty, from 

dispmition categories Completed ]nten.riews, Disqualified, Refused, Schedule Callback, 
Viable Sample, and Other Problems. 

1£) = 	 the set of sample physicians screened for the survey and determined to be level 1 

ineligible (disposition codes lS-retired, 1G-deceased, 17-110 longer practicing in U.S., 18

resident, 19-not practicing), consisting of nil;" " physicians in each specialty 

/'2 the set of s:1mple physicians deternuned to be a level 2 contact (even if no usable survey 

data were collected for the survey), consisting of n,~ ,. physicians in each specialty, from 

disposition category Completed Interviews and disposition codes 24-<20 hours per 
week, 32-federal, and 3S- midpoint tcrmin:1te 

IE2 = 	 the set of s:1mp1c physicians screened for the survey and determined to be level 2 

ineligible (disposition codes 24-<20 hours per week, 32-federal), consisting of nil':'" 

physicians in each specialty 

R = the set of eligible sample units reporting data used for one or more of the three uses for 

the sun.rey, consisting of 1111.. . physicians in each specialty) 

Rr: I H = responding to the survey, with data usable for estimating Expenses per H our (referred 

to here as E/H), consisting of n,I,. ," " physicians in each specialty) 
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R,,//;/ == responding to the survey, with data usable [or estimating the distribution of expenses by 
source (also referred to as the Medicare Economic Index, or 1llil) , consisting of 

n, I,hysicians in each specialt),) 
Jln,5 

RA = responding to the survey, with data usable for estimating ancillary variables, consisting of 

nR , ..• physiCIans in each specialty) 

NR = the set of sample units screened for the survey and determined eligible, but nOt reporting 

data used in any of the three uses for the survey, consisting of I1NR ..> physicians in each 

specialty) 

1. Definition of Es timation Cells 

Estimation cells will be defined by specialty along WIth other physician characteristics determined to 

be associated with the variables of interest (G/ TI, ME l), eligibility rales, and/ or response rat.es. 

Dctenninatiun of characteristics appropriate for use in ratio adjustment can be made by examining 
averages ;\l1d standard deviations o f averages within each specialty, by levels of the characteristic. In 
other word~, look for characteristics, l", within each stratum, .r, for which 

1) means for sample respondents with the same characteristic within a stratum , 

2>, 
y ,.,. , differ noticeably across different values of l" 

where 

Yk =:; reported value of variable Y for respondent k 

n /l. .. = number of sample reporters from stratum swirh characteristic ["u 

and/or 

2) varl;\l1CeS for sample respondents with the same characteristic within a stratum, 

LV, -y,} 
var{Y )= k e/l. .s.,· ,differ noticeably across different values of (",.,. n-I 

lI.s.c 

Assume there arc b sets of characteristics (C1,C 2, ..• ,C1, ), each WIth il values, selected for usc in 

weighting within each stratum , s. (for example, AMA membership, years In practice) 

2. Population Controls Adjusted for Eligibility 
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For each speCialty, s, estimate the eligible population [or each value, 11, within each characteristic set, 
e 

" 

Level 1 Survey Eligibility Rate for value 11 wi thin characteristic ~et Ci 

Level 2 Survey Eligibility Rate for value v within charactenstic set c.; 

E2% .
.<.I", 

Overall Eligibility Rate [or value II within characteristic set C; 

Estimated Survey Eligible Population for value 11 within characteristic set (~ 

where 

N ".!", = the number of eligible physicians of specialty s for value v within charaCleristic set c.; 
on the "cleaned" AMA Masterfile (including only office/hospital-based, and 
excluding: a) 70+ years old, b) working <20 hour~ per week, c) resKlent/intern, d) 
retired, e) deceased, f) outside the 50 states + DC, as detennined from information on 
the AMA Ma~terfile) 

3. Ratio Adjustment to Population Controls 

Por the AJvlA Survey, rano adjusnnent to population controls must be carried out separately fur 
each usc. Given the survey discovered additional ineligible~ beyond those excluded in the "cleaned" 
AMA Mastertile, the population controls used will be the estimated survey eligible population 
derived in the previous step. I f we assume ratio adjustment cells defined by levels of charJ.Cterlstics, 
C;,o \\'ilhin each specialty, s, then the weights following ratio adjustment arc (this assumes only one 
characteristic used \vithin each specialty; if more than onc characteristics is used withm each 
speCIalty, then the weights will be ocnved via iteration of this process): 

,. EIII 

N :'
'W = '<".--,'"-~

1'1 11 .) 


11 /1>:1 11 ._1 .1'" 


where 
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N:~·w = estimated number of survey eli/:,>ible physicians of specialty s for value l! within 

characteristic set C~ 

n" ',. = the number of physicians of specialty, s for value v within characteristic set C~ 
" Foil! ..\. .. 

reporting usable data for Ell I 

b,MEI 

, 
N"',. jEs,C"" RMHW ,III:"I . .i 

where 

N::~.;.. = estimated number of survey cligible physicians of spcClalty J' for value v withm 

characteristic ~er (~ 

1111..,,1/ ,'</" = the number of physicians of specialty .f for value [ I within characteristic set ( 

reporting mabie data for 1\,IE I 

c. Ancillary Variables 

WA.) j E s,C"" RA 

where 

N::~ ,.= estimated number of survey eligible physicians of specialty s for value 11 within 

characteristic set C; 

nil.. d' = the number of physicians of specialty s for value 11 within characteristic set c.;,., .. . " 
reporting usable data for Ancillary Variables 

Determination of characteristics appropriate for use in raoo adjustment for the AMA Survey is to be 
made from variables available on the AMA Masterfile, and as described in Section A.4. II would be 
possible to define separate adjustment cells [or each usc. Candida te charaCleristics discussed for 
which examination of means and variances within specialty should be carried out include: 

*Office/hospital-bascd employment 

*AMi\ Membership 


*ycars in Practice 


'MDIDO 

*Board Certific;lt:ion 
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*Size of Practice (Solo, 'l\vo-physician, Group, Other) 

*Agc 

*Urban/mral 

*Major Professional Activity 

4. Estimation 

,. Ell[ 

To de[cnrune the average expenses per hour within a specialty: 

ElIl, Exp/Hr for physicians of specialty s2: (W' ,H.,) 
hI/FlI/" 

where 

f.' I H .. = expenst.:s per hour for reporting physician k 

Detennination of the average expenses across all specialties (assuming expenses arc etluai to the sum 
across source I): 

r; / H = Exp/llr across all physicians 

where 

H* = hours for reporting physIcian k 

b. MI'1 

To determine the i'vIEl within a specialty: 

"(W . 'E)L... Al/;f .k ik 

I'vlET corresponding to source i for physicians of specialty s 

where 

E'k = expenses of source i for reporting physician k 

Detennination nfMEr across all spt.:cialties: 
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L LV!'"", *E,.) 
-_ ~ i cHl.m,s -- '~I d' . II " ..MEl IVlJ~ correspon mg to source I across a pllysloans , II L(W"H.•*E,.J 

~ '''eH~!O oS 

c. Ancillary Variables 

T o dctcrmilH.' the :l.\'cragc per physician within a spccialt}, for ancillary variables: 

I(W,.*y,.) 
- h l !l , ..' I fy I '" , IY - = average va uc 0 I)cr P ')'SIClan In Spl.!Cla ry J" I I(w,.) 

i hll , .. < 

where 

Y;. = \'<11uc of ancillary variable l ' for reporting physician k 

5. Illustration 

To illustrate the weighting methodology for the AMA Survey. assume two specialties, Intemal 
t-. fcdicinc (If''l) and Medical Oncology (MO), with subgroups used in adjustment being defined by 
office / hospital. based physicians wi thin speciallY, aud with sample and reporting distributions as 
indicated below. Data from recent disposition reports were used as the basis for the counts at the 
specialty level, and data were created to rcprcscll[ potential distributions by officc/hospital-bascd 
physicians within specialty. 

Population, selected sam pic distribunon by specialty 

Specialty N, n, 
1M 99,010 4,415 
MO 8,490 3,159 

Population, sam pIc distribution by office/hospital-based within specialty 

Specially Classification Ns .Civ nl.Civ 
1M Office-based 70,000 3.000 

Hospital-based 29,010 1,415 
MO Office-based 5,000 2.500 

Hospital-based 3,490 659 

Samplc distribution by contact level, eligibility starus 

Level 1 Contact Outcome 
Specialty Classification nl l .5_Civ nEl.5_Civ E1%, ..cov 
1M Office-based 2.000 90 95.50C'k 

Hospital-based 1,175 39 96.68% 
MO Office-based 2,000 80 96.00% 

Hospital-based 416 34 91.83% 
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Overall EliQibilitv Rate 
Specially Classification E1%s..Civ E2%s"ct. E%, ..Civ 
1M Office-based 

Hospital-based 
95.50% 
96.68% 

83.33% 
81 .36% 

79.58% 
78.66% 

MO Office-based 
Hos ita I-based 

96.00% 
91.83% 

70.18% 
77.78% 

67.37% 
71.42% 

Sample &n ribulion b y reporting status 

Specialty Classification nR, s.C... nE/H.I,Ci. nM EI.•.C.... nA,s.eN 
1M 

MO 

Office-based 
Hosp ital-based 
Office-based 

125 
47 
40 

70 
30 
20 

80 
35 
27 

110 
45 
33 

Hospital-based 7 4 5 7 

Weighting would then proceed as below: 

Derive Adjul;lcd Population Coolroh 

Specially 

1M 
Classification 

Office-based 
Hospital-based 

Ns"a. 
70,000 
29.010 

E%s..c... 
79.58% 
78.66% 

N(E)•..c... 
55 .708 
22 .818 

MO Office-based 
Hos ita I-based 

5,000 
3,490 

67.37% 
71.42% 

3,368 
2,493 

Derive Sample Weight:s - for each variable of interest 

Sample Weiqhts - E/H 
Specialty Classification N(E) . ..ciY nE/H,s.CIv WEIH.•.c.... 
1M Office-based 55 .708 70 795.83 

Hospital-based 22,818 30 760.60 
MO Office-based 3,368 20 168.42 

Hospital-based 2,493 4 623.15 
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Sample Weiqhts - Aocillar 
Specialty Classification 
1M Office-based 

Hospital-based 
MO Office-based 

Hos ital-based 

N(E).."", 
55 ,708 
22 ,818 
3,368 
2,493 

Measures 
nA,s.Civ 

110 
45 
33 
7 

WA ...CIv 
506.44 
507.07 
102.07 
356,08 
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